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.1 Prayer book; Hungarian, found in Birkenau Killing Center; retrieved by Edith Klein More [Moskoczi] (donor) upon her 
Liberation in Birkenau; inscribed, first page, “In Memory of Our Wedding, February 1936” retrieved from “warehouse” [Kanada] 
in Birkenau; published in Hungary; in Hungarian and Hebrew; donor notes: “After I was liberated at the Birkenau Conc. Camp, I 
found it in a warehouse.  It was translated from Hebrew into Hungarian by a famous chief [rabbi] of Budapest.  My mother, a 
survivor used it, she was 96 years old when she died here in Los Angeles in 1995.” 

.2 Postcard; green paper preprinted with black ink, addressed in light blue ink to “Moskoczi, Ervin” (Frank More’s father); verso: 
message handwritten in light blue ink; dated June 4, 1944; in Hungarian; donor notes: “I wrote home to my parents from labor 
camp on June 4, 1944.  The card was returned to me by the post office stamped: “Moved, parti (French).  My family was taken to 
the getto [sic] at that time.  I have carried this card with me until the end of the war.” 

.3 Photographic print; black and white image of head shot of man wearing tweed coat; verso: black ink inscription: “László 
Klein/Approx. 1943/(Edith More-Klein’s/Brother)/He was killed by/Hungarian Nazis/in Györ, Jan. 1945”; dated circa 1943; in 
English 

.4 Photographic postcard; black and white image of bride and groom; verso: black ink inscription: “Miklós and Manci 
Klein/Approx. 1937/The Nazis killed them in/Auschwitz, 1944/He was uncle of Edith More-Klein”; dated circa 1937; in English 

.5 Photographic postcard; black and white image of man posing with woman wearing polka-dot dress; verso: black ink inscription: 
“Ervin & Gizella Moskóczi/Approx. 1921 in Györ, Hungary/Died in Auschwitz 1944/Parents of Frank More-Moskóczi.”; dated 
circa 1921; György, Hungayr; in English 

.6 Photographic postcard; black and white image of bride and groom standing with two young girls standing on either side of 
them; verso: blue ink stamp of photographer, black ink inscription: “Béla and Mariska Klein/Approx. 1938 with his/nieces: Edith 
& Zsuzsi/Klein/only Edith More-Klein/Survived the Holocaust”; dated circa 1938; György, Hungary; in English 

.7 Photographic print; black and white image of young girl wearing plaid skirt, hair in two braids, standing outside; verso: black 
ink inscription: “Zsuzsi Klein, 1943/in Ács, Hungary/She was killed Oct. 6 ‘44/in Auschwitz/14 years old/She was the sister 
of/Edith More-Klein”; dated 1943; Ács, Hungary; in English 

.8 Photographic postcard; black and white image of older gentleman wearing suit and tie; verso: addressed to “Moskóczi Ferencz” 
and message handwritten in blue ink; dated December 1, 1943; György, Hungary; in Hungarian; donor notes: “My grandfather: 
Armin Lefkovics sent this photo to me Dec. 1943 when I was in Labor Camp.  The camp was near the Russian border.  The area 
was under Hungarian rule during World War II.  Now it is part of the Ukraine.  I carried this picture as my lucky charm through 
all the perilous time.  This is the translation: “My dear Frank!  I’m sending this photograph made at the occasion of my birthday, 
so that you can remember what shape I was when I was 88 years old.  Warm greetings, your grandfather” 

.9 Identification booklet; “Igazolványi lap.”; issued to “Moskoczi Ervin” (Frank More’s father), large pink “ZS” printed on front 
cover; inside printed in black ink with handwritten entries in black ink with some blue ink stamps; issued October 16, 1941; 
György, Hungary; in Hungary; donor notes: Military I.D. booklet of my father: Ervin Moskóczi.  Note the capital red letters on 
the front page, the first two letters of Jewish in Hungarian.” 
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